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Abstract 

This paper develops a simple approach to fuzzy shortest 

travelling path in project network with activity times being 

fuzzy numbers. The idea is based on Statistical analysis, ie. 

Measures of dispersion such as Range and its relative 

measure.Consequently the Fuzzy shortest Travelling Path can 

be obtained and moreover Coefficient of Variation(CV) index 

along the paths for the above measures are analysed with an 

illustrative example. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Fuzzy logic has become the most explosive new concept in 

science with pioneering work of L.A Zadeh [3] .The theory of 

fuzzy sets is basically a theory of graded concept- a theory in 

which everything is matter of degree.It can be applied to the 

solution of realistic problems particularly in the realm of 

decision analysis, artificial intelligence, management science 

and Operation research[8].Fuzzy shortest path problem was 

intrduced by Dubois and Prade[4] The shortest path [Klein] 

[5] is one of the most well known optimization problems that 

appear many applications as a sub-problem. [10,6,5]. 

Many real life applications dealing with networks requires 

computation of the best (or) shortest path from start node to 

end node.[12-14].The science of statistics[7] is essentially a 

branch of applied mathematics and may be regarded as 

mathematics applied to the given observation charateristics 

datat.The statistical techniques are frequently used in solving 

the problems of various sciences , such as network analysis in 

Operation research based on different assumptions . Lee and 

Li[1] proposed a comparison of fuzzy numbers by considering 

the mean and SD based on probability distribution. 

 

2.  PRELIMINARIES 

2.1. Definitions: [FuzzySet]  A Fuzzy set is characterized by 

a membership function mapping element of a domains, space, 

or the universe of discourse X to the unit interval [0,1]. 

 

2.2 Definition [Fuzzy number] 

A fuzzy number is a genenalisation of a regular real number 

and which does not refer to a single value but rather to a 

connected a set of possible value, where each possible value 

has its weight between 0 and 1. 

A Fuzzy number is a convex normalized fuzzy set on the real 

line R such that ,There exist at least one   i)x 𝜖 X with  µA 

(x) = 1, ii)µA (x) is piece wise continuous. 

 

2.3. Definition( Trapezoidal fuzzy number) 

A fuzzy number with membership function in the form 

 

   [
𝑥−𝑎

𝑏−𝑎
]  a≤x≤b 

µA (x)     =                1  b≤x≤c 

  [
𝑑−𝑥

𝑑−𝑐
]  c≤x≤d 

   0  otherwise 

 

2.4. Definition ( Octogonal fuzzy number) [5] 

A fuzzy number A is normal octogonal fuzzy number 

expressed by (A) = (a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h)  where (a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h) are 

real numbers and its membership funciton µA (x) are given by  

 

 [
𝑥−𝑎

𝑏−𝑎
]   a≤x≤b 

µA (x)     =        k   b≤x≤c 

   k+(1-k)[
𝑥−𝑐

𝑑−𝑐
]  c≤x≤d 

0 d≤x≤e 

k+(1-k)[
𝑓−𝑥

𝑓−𝑒
] e≤x≤f 

k f≤x≤g 

k[
ℎ−𝑥

ℎ−𝑔
] g≤x≤h 
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2.5. Definition (Range) –Measure of Dispersion[7] 

The Range and its relative measure ie.coefficient of Range is 

define by  

Range -  Largest Value – Smallest Value( ie L – S) 

Coefficient of Range  = (Largest Value – Smallest Value ) / 

(Largest Value + Smallest Value). 

 

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 

Octogo nal fuzzy numbers are converted into expected time 

(Normal time) for each activity by using the measure of 

dispersion such as Range and its Coefficient. These values 

treated as a normal time between the nodes and the shortest 

travelling path ,(ie.minimum distance) is determined by using 

the given algorithm for both Range value and also its 

Coefficient. 

 

4. ALGORITHM - I 

Step: 1  Construct  the fuzzy network diagram with 

the given activity with given octogonal 

fuzzy number. 

Step: 2 Find the Range value for each activity with 

given OFN ie. Treated as expected time 

(normal) for each activity. 

Step: 3  Determine the Number of possible ways of 

i.e  path  from initial node to end node. 

Step: 4  From the all possible ways calculate the 

summation of expected time along the 

various paths ,from that we can find the 

minimum Travelling time (i.e) shortest 

traveling path.  

 

ALGORITHM - II 

Step: 1  Construct  the fuzzy network diagram with 

the given activity with given octogonal 

fuzzy number. 

Step: 2 Find the Coefficient of Range value for each 

activity with given OFN ie. Treated as 

expected time (normal) for each activity. 

Step: 3  Determine the Number of possible ways of 

i.e  path  from initial node to end node. 

Step: 4  From the all possible ways calculate the 

summation of expected time along the 

various paths ,from that we can find the 

minimum Travelling time (i.e) shortest 

traveling path.  

 

 

 

 

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES. 

Consider a project network  with the  nodes and given 

activities. The distance between there is represented by 

Octogonal fuzzy numbers. 

Activity  Octogonal Fuzzy number 

1-2   (0,2,3,4,5,6,7,7) 

1-3   (4,4,5,6,7,7,8,9) 

2-4   (3,4,4,5,6,6,7,8) 

2-6   (6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13) 

3-4   (0,5,5,6,7,7,9,10) 

3-5   (8,9,10,11,12,14,15,16) 

4-7   (10,12,14,15,16,18,20) 

5-7   (12,12,14,15,15,16,18,20) 

6-7   (13,13,15,16,17,18,19,20) 

 

 

 

 

Step -1  

After converting octogonal fuzzy number into  Range as 

expected time then the network is 
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Step – 2 

After converting octogonal fuzzy number int Coefficient of 

Range as expected time then the network is 

 

 

Step – 3  The possible ways are listed below with minimum 

travelling distance  along both and also Variability( C.V 

index) along the path are determined 

Range path          Coeff.of Range path  C.V 

1-2-6-7 = 21  1.58  23.43 

1-2-47 = 22  1.78  42.5 

1-3-4-7 = 25  1.71  40.5 

1-3-5-7 = 21  .967  20.97 

 

6. DISCUSSIONS 

1. The fuzzy octogonal numbers are taken as time taken to 

travel the distance  between nodes. 

2. The numbers can be considered as 8 sample travelling 

times between nodes. 

3. Since the measures of dispersion should have sampling 

stability ,easy to calculate and to understand Hence the 

octagonal fuzzy numbers are converted as Expected 

(normal) time between node by Measures of dispersion 

such Range as well as its Coefficient of Range. The 

objective is to find the “Shortest Travelling time 

between the start node  to end node. 

4. Here we applied the concept of measures of dispersion  

The methods adopted are  

a) Shortest travelling time based on Range 

corresponding to variability hence more 

consistent 

b) Shortest travelling time based on Coefficient of 

Range  which minimizes the variability in 

travelling time and hence more stable 

5.  The different possible ways are obtained 

corresponding to Range and for coefficient of      range. 

In addition C.V Index also analysed corresponding to 

each path.  

6. We obtained two shortest route for range 1-2-6-7 with 

minimum time 21 as well as  for 1-3-5-7 with same 

minimum time 21.The results are compared and 

conclusions are listed. 

7. CONCLUSION 

1. In this paper octogonal fuzzy numbers are  converted as 

Expected time (normal) by using Measures of 

dispersion such as Range and coefficient of range  that 

treated as time between the activities and then using 

algorithms  shortest travelling path is determined . 

2.  Even though there is two shortest path(for range value 

route), but Shortest travelling time occurs along the 

route 1-3-5-7 with minimum time 21 for Range path as 

well as coefficient of Range path 1-3-5-7  with 

minimum time 0.967  

Hence the shortest Path is 1-3-5-7  

We notice that the C.V index along the shortest path 1-

3-5-7 is  also 20.97 .that is minimum ie. Most 

consistent Hence we conclude that the shortest 

travelling route is 1-3-5-7  

3. A combination of  fuzzy logic statistics and operations 

research throw more light in such complex  type 

network  problems. 

4. It helps the decision maker to decide the shortest 

travelling route  as well as safer path for travelling in 

fuzzy logic statistics. 
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